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Trade and Civilisation in the Indian Ocean
1985-03-07

before the age of industrial revolution the great asian civilisations constituted areas not only
of high culture but also of advanced economic development

The English East India Company
1999

first published in 1999 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Asia Before Europe
1990

this book explores the dynamic interaction between economic life society and civilisation in the
regions around and beyond the indian ocean during the period from the rise of islam to 1750
within a distinctive theory of comparative history professor chaudhuri analyses how the identity
of different asian civilisations was established he examines the structural features of food
habits clothing architectural styles and housing the different modes of economic production and
the role of crop raising pastoral nomadism and industrial activities for the main regions of the
indian ocean in an original and perceptive conclusion the author demonstrates how indian ocean
societies were united or separated from one another by a conscious cultural and linguistic
identity however there was a deeper structure of unities created by a common ecology technology
technology of economic production traditions of government theory of political obligations and
rights and a shared historical experience his theory enables the author to show that the real
indian ocean was an area that extended historically from the red sea and the persian gulf to the
sea which lies beyond japan

The Trading World of Asia and the English East India Company
2006-11-23

first published 1978 t p verso includes bibliographical references and index

Reinterpreting Indian Ocean Worlds
2011

the indian ocean world was an idea borne out by researchers in economic history and trade in the
1980s in response to the compartmentalization of specific area studies within the wider rubric of
asian civilisations and culture professor kirti n chaudhuriâ tm s books trading world of asia and
the english east india company 1978 and then trade and civilization in the indian ocean 1985
figured amongst the forefront of this new movement in historical thinking undertaking detailed
historical analysis first of the english east india company and then a comparative cultural
history of asian material life and civilisation today historians continue to hold on to the idea
of an indian ocean world although studies now follow a number of different threads from themes
like linguistics and creolization to the seeds of national consciousness by presenting a number
of studies here gathered into the themes of â intermixing â tm â the world of tradeâ tm and â
colonial paths â tm it is hoped we can render tribute to one of the outstanding historians in
this field and reflect the plenitude of current research in this subject area

Economy and Society
1979

the indian ocean world was an idea borne out by researchers in economic history and trade in the
1980s in response to the compartmentalization of specific area studies within the wider rubric of
asian civilisations and culture professor kirti n chaudhuri s books trading world of asia and the
english east india company 1978 and then trade and civilization in the indian ocean 1985 figured
amongst the forefront of this new movement in historical thinking undertaking detailed historical
analysis first of the english east india company and then a comparative cultural history of asian
material life and civilisation today historians continue to hold on to the idea of an indian
ocean world although studies now follow a number of different threads from themes like
linguistics and creolization to the seeds of national consciousness by presenting a number of
studies here gathered into the themes of intermixing the world of trade and colonial paths it is
hoped we can render tribute to one of the outstanding historians in this field and reflect the
plenitude of current research in this subject area

Reinterpreting Indian Ocean Worlds
2011-05-25

in friend of my youth a novelist named amit chaudhuri visits his childhood home of bombay the
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city reeling from the impact of the 2008 terrorist attacks weighs heavily on amit s mind as does
the unexpected absence of his childhood friend ramu a drifting opaque figure who is amit s last
remaining connection to the city he once called home

Friend of My Youth
2017-08-22

volume 2 of the cambridge economic history of india covers the period 1757 1970 from the
establishment of british rule to its termination with epilogues on the post independence period

Trade And Civilisation In The Indian Ocean
1983

remarks on the external commerce and exchanges of bengal with appendix of accounts and estimates
1823 by g Ạ priṅsep a history of prices and of the state of the circulation during the nine years
1848 56 volume vi 1857 appendix xxiii by t tooke minutes of evidence taken before the select
committee on the affairs of the east india company 16 march 1832 by j h palmer a sketch of the
commercial resources and monetary and mercantile system of british india with suggestions for
their improvement by means of banking establishments 1837 by j crawfurd

The Cambridge Economic History of India: Volume 2, C.1757-c.1970
2010-08-26

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries servants in the east india company established a
private english trading network that was successful and highly competitive how was this
development maintained seeing that the group of private merchants was constantly changing the
answer must be found in the close ties connecting madras with the city of london london was the
financial centre of the british empire as well as the generator of overseas expansion colonial
societies in the west indies and north america were economically and socially dependent upon the
metropolis and so was madras this book places the activities of the private merchants in madras
within the framework of the first british empire it focuses on a hitherto neglected field of
study uncovering a private trading network a diaspora built on gentlemanly capitalism trust and
ethnicity

The Economic Development of India Under the East India Company
1814-58
2005

the company state offers a political and intellectual history of the english east india company
in the century before its acquisition of territorial power it argues the company was no mere
merchant but a form of early modern colonial state and sovereign that laid the foundations for
the british empire in india

The English Gentleman Merchant at Work
2012-11-29

this book examines the reasons behind the great divergence kaveh yazdani analyzes india s socio
economic techno scientific military political and institutional developments the focus is on
gujarat between the 17th and early 19th centuries and mysore during the second half of the 18th
century

The Company-State
2017-01-05

an unnamed man arrives in berlin as a visiting professor it is a place fused with western history
and cultural fracture lines he moves along its streets and pavements through its department
stores museums and restaurants he befriends faqrul an enigmatic exiled poet and birgit a woman
with whom he shares the vagaries of attraction he tries to understand his white haired cleaner
berlin is a riddle he becomes lost not only in the city but in its legacy sealed off in his own
solitude and as his visiting professorship passes the narrator awaits transformation and meaning
ultimately he starts to understand that the less sure he becomes of his place in the moment the
more he knows his way

India, Modernity and the Great Divergence
2022-08-25

this book focuses on why europe became the dominant economic force in global trade between 1450
and 1750
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Sojourn
1997-09-13

luxury in the 18th century explores the political economic moral and intellectual effects of the
production and consumption of luxury goods and provides a broadly based account from a variety of
perspectives addressing key themes of economic debate material culture the principles of art and
taste luxury as female vice and the exotic

The Political Economy of Merchant Empires
2016-01-11

in this remarkable 1994 work of comparative economic history stephen dale studies the activities
and economic significance of the indian mercantile communities which traded in iran central asia
and russia in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the author uses russian sources hitherto
largely ignored to show that these merchants represented part of the hegemonic trade diaspora of
the indian world economy thus challenging the conventional interpretation of world economic
history that european merchants overwhelmed their asian counterparts in the early modern era the
book not only demonstrates the vitality of indian mercantile capitalism but also offers a unique
insight into the social characteristics of an indian expatriate trading community in the volga
caspian port of astrakhan

Luxury in the Eighteenth Century
1994

this compact synthesis describes the economic history of india from the moghul invasions through
the east india company and colonialism to the twentieth century much has been written on the
indian economy but this is the first major attempt to present india s economic history as a
process rothermund places the development of agriculture and industry in political context and
discusses currency and monetary policies which are of central importance in all periods of indian
history in this paperback edition the chapters covering the green revolution and the industrial
recession and population growth and economic development have been rewritten to bring the book
totally up to date

Indian Merchants and Eurasian Trade, 1600-1750
1993

this anthology vastly expands our understanding of the much misconstructed history of early
modern bengal and seeks to redress the misconception that economic decline in bengal set in even
before the british conquest of the region based on original sources from european and indian
archives and libraries the essays underline that bengal had a prosperous economy in the mid
eighteenth century and was suffering from neither economic nor political crisis

An Economic History of India
2016-09-13

a guide aimed at introducing students to the history of asia in conjunction with western and
world history

Companies, Commerce and Merchants
1974

since time immemorial indian textiles especially textiles from bengal were in great demand and
exported to different parts of the world textiles from bengal were appreciated by the romans as
early as first century ad numerous foreign travellers including chinese portuguese arab and
persian have mentioned the delicacy and beauty of bengal textiles from the mid seventeenth
century there was a massive spurt in demand of cloth manufactured in bengal but after the british
conquest of bengal in 1757 this industry started to decline this monograph traces the journey of
bengal textiles till its decline among the topics covered include accounts of the admiration for
bengal textiles from far and wide the different types of textiles that were manufactured in
bengal the major exporters the major centres of production the production system the dhaka muslin
and the silk industry in bengal the procuring system that was adopted by the european asian
merchants the condition of the artisans who were the chief pillars of the textile industry and
lastly the reasons behind the decline of the bengal textile industry this is the first
comprehensive volume on bengal textile industry it is the outcome of the author s four and a half
decades of work on various aspects of indian ocean trade the activities of the european companies
and their impact on indian bengal s economy please note this title is co published with manohar
publishers new delhi taylor francis does not sell or distribute the hardback in india pakistan
nepal bhutan bangladesh and sri lanka
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Cumulated Index Medicus
2000

this book was first published in 1971

Asia Before Europe
2015-05-20

in the crisis from within nigel raab examines analytic problems which emerge when philosophical
and literary theories are introduced in historical analysis by drawing from a vast range of
historical works it highlights dangers inherent to using theory

Asia in Western and World History: A Guide for Teaching
2020-03-10

the history of the french in india has received far less scholarly attention than that of other
european nations english historiography in particular has often treated it as no more than a
preliminary to the extension of british power in addition work hitherto has tended to focus on
the trade with europe not the asian trade the country trade carried on within asia the full
importance of this trade for the dutch and british is now being recognised this book represents
the first sustained study of french activities in asian trade and fills this gap in the
historiography catherine manning is concerned to relate the french traders to their social
regional and financial roots and to trace their connections with other commercial groups in india
both european and asian the french evidence that she assembles including much archival material
also makes a significant contibution to the debate about economic decline and renewal in 18th
century india her analysis stresses the importance of the indian context and shows that economic
and political developments in south india were crucial to the french move from trade to war in
the 1740s finally the book examines why the french failed in an enterprise which was to succeed
so signally for the british only a few decades later

Spinning Yarns
2013-10-15

investigates the complex social processes involved in the introduction and institutionalization
of western science in colonial india

Class Structure and Economic Growth
2015-05-19

examines the development of a socioeconomic region in iraq arabia and the gulf during a 150 year
period focusing on regional ties through long distance trade networks

The Crisis from Within: Historians, Theory, and the Humanities
2017-07-05

how did the british come to conquer south asia in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries answers to this question usually start in northern india neglecting the dramatic events
that marked britain s contemporaneous subjugation of the island of sri lanka in islanded sujit
sivasundaram reconsiders the arrival of british rule in south asia as a dynamic and unfinished
process of territorialization and state building revealing that the british colonial project was
framed by the island s traditions and maritime placement and built in part on the model they
provided using palm leaf manuscripts from sri lanka to read the official colonial archive
sivasundaram tells the story of two sets of islanders in combat and collaboration he explores how
the british organized the process of islanding they aimed to create a separable unit of colonial
governance and trade in keeping with conceptions of ethnology culture and geography but rather
than serving as a radical rupture he reveals islanding recycled traditions the british learned
from kandy a kingdom in the sri lankan highlands whose customs from strategies of war to views of
nature fascinated the british picking up a range of unusual themes from migration orientalism and
ethnography to botany medicine and education islanded is an engaging retelling of the advent of
british rule

Fortunes à faire
1996-05-16

this substantial work explores the impact of monetization in premodern southeast asia from the
third century bce to the rise of maleka in the early fifteenth century the author explores why
concepts of money developed unevenly throughout the region he considers trade policies price
controls exchange ratios monopolies variant standards of value and the administrative structures
required to support such a complex economic innovation
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The Science of Empire
1997-01-01

europe and the third world provides a schematic historical analysis of the relations between
europe and the extra european periphery within the twin contexts of global economic inequality
and global disparities in political power the colonial and imperial relationships between western
europe and the wider world since the late fifteenth century and the course and consequences of
decolonization form the substance of the discussion which concludes with a glance at the links
between the european union and the world s poorest states most of which are former colonies

The Politics of Regional Trade in Iraq, Arabia, and the Gulf,
1745-1900
2013-08-05

the study of past society in terms of what it consumes rather than what it produces is relatively
speaking a new development the focus on consumption changes the whole emphasis and structure of
historical enquiry while human beings usually work within a single trade or industry as producers
as say farmers or industrial workers as consumers they are active in many different markets or
networks and while history written from a production viewpoint has by chance or design largely
been centred on the work of men consumption history helps to restore women o the mainstream the
history of consumption demands a wide range of skills it calls upon the methods and techniques of
many other disciplines including archaeology sociology social and economic history anthropology
and art criticism but it is not simply a melting pot of techniques and skills brought to bear on
a past epoch its objectives amount to a new description of a past culture in its totality as
perceived through its patterns of consumption in goods and services consumption and the world of
goods is the first of three volumes to examine history from this perspective and is a unique
collaboration between twenty six leading subject specialists from europe and north america the
outcome is a new interpretation of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries one that shapes a new
historical landscape based on the consumption of goods and services

Islanded
2018-05-31

lost glory india s capitalism story deconstructs india s industrialization story challenging
contemporary ideas about her economy based on careful and detailed empirical analyses of india s
industrialization for a period of almost seven decades the book provides deeply nuanced
depictions of the history of political economy that have affected india s industrialization over
the course of a century these dimensions of india s economic history have never before been
collated and presented the presentation takes readers on a definitive evidence based survey of
india s industrial landscape it includes a detailed historical description of the intellectual
origins of india s modern industrialization anchored in a privileged view of economic policy
making grounded in deep historical and political analyses that account for the variations
continuities and changes in institutional contingencies the facts derived on india s long term
economic performance are used to put the record straight the findings of the book will transform
debate and set the agenda for thoughtfully assessing what course the indian economy needs to
follow

Money, Markets, and Trade in Early Southeast Asia
1999-07-13

the first major study of the relationship between labour and capital in india s economic
development in the early twentieth century the author considers the spread of capitalism and the
growth of the cotton textile industry

Europe and the Third World
2013-06-17

the top 5 sunday times bestseller one of barack obama s best books of 2019 the times history book
of the year finalist for the cundill history prize 2020 longlisted for the baillie gifford prize
for non fiction 2019 a financial times observer daily telegraph wall street journal and times
book of the year dalrymple is a superb historian with a visceral understanding of india a book of
beauty gerard degroot the times in august 1765 the east india company defeated the young mughal
emperor and forced him to establish a new administration in his richest provinces run by english
merchants who collected taxes using a ruthless private army this new regime saw the east india
company transform itself from an international trading corporation into something much more
unusual an aggressive colonial power in the guise of a multinational business william dalrymple
tells the remarkable story of the east india company as it has never been told before unfolding a
timely cautionary tale of the first global corporate power
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Consumption and the World of Goods
2018-07-12

a collection of essays on the history and relationships of the east india company from 1600 to
the early 1800s

Lost Glory
1994

provides the first global analysis of the relationship between trade and civilisation from the
beginning of civilisation until the modern era

The Origins of Industrial Capitalism in India
2020-11-12

the vijayanagara rajas ruled a substantial part of the southern peninsula of india for over three
hundred years beginning in the mid fourteenth century during this epoch the region was
transformed from its medieval past toward a modern colonial future concentrating on the later
sixteenth and seventeenth century history of vijayanagara this book details the pattern of rule
established in this important and long lived hindu kingdom that was followed by other often
smaller kingdoms of peninsular india until the onset of colonialism through an analysis of the
politics society and economy of vijayanagara the author addresses the central question of the
extent to which vijayanagara as a medieval hindu kingdom can be viewed as a prototype of the
polities and societies confronted by the british in the late eighteenth century the book thus
presents an understanding and appreciation of one of the great medieval kingdoms of india as well
as a more general assessment of the nature of the state society and culture on the eve of
european colonial rule

The Anarchy
2002

a critical work of synthesis and interpretation of agrarian change in india over the long term

The Worlds of the East India Company
2018-07-05

Trade and Civilisation
2005-02-17

The New Cambridge History of India
1993-03-11

Peasant Labour and Colonial Capital
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